October 28, 2011

ASOSU Cabinet Meeting

Present:
Andy Derringer, Sokho Eath, Conrad Bockhop, Amelia Harris, Patricia Lim-Pardo, Alfredo Najar, Luke Marquez, Chris Van Drimmelen, Tonga Hopoi

Not Present:
Ravi Patel, Heather Bennett

Note Taker: Andy Derringer

I. Call to Order

II. Attendance

III. Words from the President

President
• Going to call Sid and the maintenance team to come vacuum and get some things cleaned up
• Looking to have a completely clean facility on the way to break

Vice President
•

IV. Updates

Executive Director of Finance
• Pay period ends on Tuesday so anticipate your next pay check at the end of the month
• Printer has been ordered and just waiting to get it, need Mark Williams to set it up
• Can’t fix the old one because printer parts change so fast, too old to find new pieces

Executive Director of Services
• CPR Training on NOV. 20th, a Sunday, and expect an e-mail to reply to for a confirmation
• Getting documentation for need of an international lawyer

Executive Director of Campaign Resources
• Working with Sid for paint resources on Mural campaign
• Telecom won’t actually give us anything until February because of the wait time
• Might bring in a contractor to work on the phone lines

Executive Director of Public Relations
• Nothing new since the all-staff meeting on Wednesday
• The staff is doing a good job of making orders in a timely fashion
Executive Director of Government Relations
- Has Pneumonia and won’t be about to go to the conference
- Andy will proxy for Ravi’s position on the Executive Board
- Meeting projected to go until midnight
- Will give OSU an optional end time of 11pm because as students we have other responsibilities and many have to be back in Corvallis that night

Executive Director of Diversity Programs
- Attending the MLK planning committee and figuring out how to market for their events
- Wants ASOSU’s help because they believe ASOSU has good marketing tactics
- One of the events on activism to be planned and may be facilitated by AHE 406 instructors
- As it turns out, Non-Traditional Affairs is not filled
- Four rooms for ASOSU housing about 14 people, need to have a saferoom

Chief of Operations
- Working on Marketing for the winter term internship class
- Everyone should chalkboard their classrooms with information on the class
- Expect an all student e-mail

Chris Van Drimmelen
- Will be gone at a conference next week Tuesday through Friday
- A joint session for house and senate has been called, will be held during the usual house time
- Seven TFDs still need to be confirmed
- Supervisors can give the update for a TFD and have them confirmed
- Jacob Vandervier will introduce a bill that will hold Reps to their office hours
- Need to inform TFDs that they won’t be getting confirmed on Tuesday as the Joint Meeting is now on Wednesday
- Three judicial spots are open and can be appointed by the President

V. Updates

OSCC Conference
- A struggle to get It ready on short notice
- Able to get good rooms for a total of $764
- Multiple cars with Andy and Tonga coming back early, the rest staying the entire weekend
- 14 staying in the hotel, an additional 5 riding with ASOSU, total group of about 20
- Patricia will be coming home on the first night but returning to the conference
- Departing from Snell at 3pm after paperwork is signed
- Hotel check in is under Blake Vienna’s name
- Trying to make it to Lane CC by about 5pm when dinner starts
- Farbodd, Amelia, and Patricia will be presenting throughout the presentation
- Conference ends around noon or 1pm on Sunday
- Buviseth will be leaving in his own vehicle on Saturday
- Food included in the conference registration cost, snacks are on our own